Epiq Europe

Clients go further, faster with

efficiency
Solutions that get clients in legal
markets here and around the world
from point A to B faster, unless
point C is a better option.

People. Partnership. Performance.

bottom line, we’re in the
efficiency business
Clients rely on Epiq experts, technologies, and resources to streamline the
complex, costly, and time-consuming administration of legal matters. This
includes litigation, investigations, financial transactions, regulatory compliance,
and other business operations. We bring valuable efficiencies, clarity and other
improvements to these vital tasks—around the corner and around the world.

class action
& mass tort
Class action settlement
administration
Mass tort managed
services

eDiscovery
Forensics &
collections
Processing & hosting
Managed document
review
Advanced technologies
Professional &
consulting services
eDiscovery managed
services
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regulatory &
compliance

court
reporting

GDPR
Data breach

Court hearings
& arbitrations

Information governance

Depositions

Records management

Recording &
transcription

Contract lifecycle
management

business
process
solutions
Onsite office services
Legal document
processing

Electronic bundles

Corporate &
financing transaction
administration

Trial technologies

Records management

Public sector

18 offices and 8 data centres in Europe and Asia
80+ offices 12 data centres 5,200+ people globally

leading the field

finish
We’re best of breed in taking on large-scale, increasingly
complex legal management tasks with greater efficiency,
speed and confidence. Call it competitive advantage.
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magic circle
firms are clients
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100 76+

all

Am Law 100 firms
are clients

of the Fortune
100 are clients

class action & mass tort

eDiscovery

regulatory & compliance

successful
management of
some of history’s
largest settlements,
including BP
Deepwater Horizon

ALM innovation
award winner
for eDiscovery
managed services;
2500+ eDiscovery
professionals

handled 5 of
the largest data
breach settlement
administration
cases

court reporting

business process solutions

Epiq Europe

35+ contracts in the
UK and Ireland; 400
individual matters
each day

375 staffed law firm
on-site operations
that help law firms
focus on what they
do best

European offices
in Dublin, London,
Wrocław,
Frankfurt a.M.
and Zürich

Epiq Europe

people. partnership.
performance.
class action & mass tort

eDiscovery

regulatory & compliance

Whether your class action or mass tort
administration is small or large, routine
or complex, we offer best-quality class
action and claims management for cases
anywhere in the world. With cost-effective,
scalable staffing and processing services,
expert project teams, sophisticated
technology and the industry’s most
rigorous data security, expect unparalleled
quality, accuracy, and efficiency.

If you need volumes of data collected,
processed and ready to review, at scale,
by yesterday, Epiq can help. You can rely
on Epiq to meet your precise eDiscovery
needs, from the simplest data collection
to the most complex document reviews.
Choose from today’s most complete suite
of powerful eDiscovery solutions and
achieve unmatched clarity, speed, and
efficiency.

Regulatory and compliance burdens are a
complex and time-consuming process.
With our extensive knowledge and
meticulous attention to detail, we ensure
the security and protection of your
company inside and out.

Epiq brings clarity and confidence to
the often-complex challenges of class
action and mass tort administration. We
accomplish that with an unmatched
combination of experience and expertise.

When clarity, accuracy and speed are
required, count on expert guidance,
technological efficiencies and clockwork
reliability across borders, timezones
and devices.
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From information governance and
General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) services and records
management to data breach response
and legal contract lifecycle management,
we help reduce the burdens of
compliance management while keeping
you safe within the growing network of
our secure Epiq knowledge centres.

court reporting & trial
technologies
Epiq is the global leader in court reporting,
trial technology and transcription. From
Houston to London to Hong Kong and
beyond, Epiq utilises cutting-edge
technology and a proven network of
5000+ court reporters to deliver timely
and accurate solutions to our clients.
We provide real-time transcription,
electronic trial bundles, and presentation
of evidence and interpreting. We are
the market leaders in providing solutions
to high-profile public inquires including
the Hillsborough and Grenfell Tower
Fire inquiries.

business process solutions
Our diverse lineup of administrative
services helps improve the efficiency
of your organisation. We streamline
workloads and deliver the time you need
to focus on other important matters.
From staffing and recruiting for a project
and onsite office services and records
management, to outsourced word
processing and secretarial support, we
deliver a wide range of services with the
reliability and accountability you expect.

72+

eDiscovery
managed services
clients

Business Process Solutions
Class Action & Mass Tort
Court Reporting
eDiscovery
Regulatory & Compliance

epiqglobal.com/de-de/

People. Partnership. Performance.

